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Cognitive Manipulation: Semi-supervised Visual
Representation and Classroom-to-real

Reinforcement Learning for Assembly in
Semi-structured Environments
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Abstract—Assembling a slave object into a fixture-free master
object represents a critical challenge in flexible manufacturing.
Existing deep reinforcement learning-based methods, while bene-
fiting from visual or operational priors, often struggle with small-
batch precise assembly tasks due to their reliance on insufficient
priors and high-costed model development. To address these
limitations, this paper introduces a cognitive manipulation and
learning approach that utilizes skill graphs to integrate learning-
based object detection with fine manipulation models into a
cohesive modular policy. This approach enables the detection
of the master object from both global and local perspectives to
accommodate positional uncertainties and variable backgrounds,
and parametric residual policy to handle pose error and intri-
cate contact dynamics effectively. Leveraging the skill graph,
our method supports knowledge-informed learning of semi-
supervised learning for object detection and classroom-to-real
reinforcement learning for fine manipulation. Simulation experi-
ments on a gear-assembly task have demonstrated that the skill-
graph-enabled coarse-operation planning and visual attention are
essential for efficient learning and robust manipulation, showing
substantial improvements of 13% in success rate and 15.4% in
number of completion steps over competing methods. Real-world
experiments further validate that our system is highly effective
for robotic assembly in semi-structured environments.

Index Terms—Robotic assembly, Semi-structured environment,
Object detection, Semi-supervised learning, Residual reinforce-
ment learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE flexible manufacturing systems aim to swiftly adapt
to market demands and individual customer require-

ments, facilitating a quick and cost-effective response to new
tasks [1], [2]. In contemporary industrial robotics, flexibility
is primarily achieved through automated end-effector changes,
efficient robot programming, and the utilization of component-
specific fixtures [3]. In the realm of low-volume batch pro-
duction, robotic assembly systems tailored for flexible man-
ufacturing must handle objects that are randomly positioned
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Fig. 1. Robotic assembly tasks in a semi-structured environment and cognitive
manipulation.

and unsecured by fixtures, thereby enhancing flexibility and
adaptability across various product types in hardware [4],
[5]. While this less structured approach reduces the need
for developing specific fixtures, saving both time and costs,
it introduces significant software challenges, particularly the
need for precise identification of randomly located objects
within a defined workspace and the accurate control of force
during precision assembly tasks.

Human operators, leveraging task-specific knowledge and
prior experience, intuitively manage these complexities to
execute high-precision assembly tasks in such environments.
Conversely, designing or learning an efficient and robust policy
that enables robots to perform similarly in semi-structured
environments poses a considerable challenge. Early solutions
involved multi-stage methods that utilized vision systems to
estimate pose errors and guide robots via visual servoing,
complemented by force/torque-based algorithms to correct
both visual and positional inaccuracies during the insertion
process [6]. More recently, deep reinforcement learning (DRL)
has emerged as a promising alternative, formulating effective
policies through trial-and-error learning without relying on
precise modeling and sensors [7]. However, these methods
typically require extensive empirical knowledge or substan-
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tial training data, which can be time-consuming and labor-
intensive, involving tasks such as image labeling, parameter
tuning, or costly interactions.

To address this issue, recent advancements in robotic manip-
ulation have focused on the integration of multi-stage methods
and deep reinforcement learning to obtain robust and efficient
policies [8], [9]. The neural-symbolic framework integrates
the convenience of traditional methods with the flexibility
of RL, compensating for the inaccuracy of traditional po-
sitioning methods and the low efficiency of RL. Despite
these advancements, significant challenges remain in utilizing
the advantages of various modules for fixture-less precise
assembly tasks. The primary issue is that singular visual or
operational representations fail to provide a comprehensive
understanding of the robots, tasks, and environments necessary
for robot learning to handle the large position uncertainty
and complex contact dynamics [10], [11]. Additionally, both
hand-designed and learning-based prior visual and operational
representations often require substantial engineering efforts or
extensive training data, complicating their application in real-
world scenarios [12].

A key differentiator between human and non-human cogni-
tion is the capacity for structured knowledge representation,
which has proven essential in addressing these challenges
[13]. Such representations linked with visual [14]–[16] or
operational priors [17]–[19] and learning process guided by
knowledge [20], have successfully captured a wide range
of human cognitive processes, enabling efficient autonomous
learning with minimal supervisory intervention [21], [22].
Drawing inspiration from the human approach to learning
and manipulation, this thesis introduces the Cognitive Ma-
nipulation Method for Robotic Assembly in Semi-Structured
Environments (CM4RASSE). This innovative method utilizes
graph-based structural prior knowledge to integrate learning-
based object detection and fine manipulation models into a
cohesive modular policy, promoting self-directed learning with
minimal human oversight.

The proposed approach begins by establishing a skill graph
that consolidates spatial, temporal, and causal information,
creating a structured and flexible cognitive manipulation ar-
chitecture by integrating multiple modules. This framework
complements the general object detection model as a rich
visual representation for fine manipulation by providing op-
erationally relevant positional and visual attention informa-
tion. Additionally, a rich operational representation based on
skill graphs and planning enables transitioning from global
observation and coarse operation to local observation and
fine operation to address the challenges of assembly tasks
in semi-structured environments. The proposed knowledge-
informed developmental training method mirrors the human
cognitive process of observing before acting and mastering
skills in controlled settings before tackling real-world scenar-
ios. Initially, we employ the skill graph and to collect diverse
samples from pick-and-place interactions and minimal manual
labeling for calibration and automated labeling, facilitating
semi-supervised object detection learning and cost-effective
hand-eye-task calibration. This phase results in a rich vision
representation which is robust to position uncertainty and

variable backgrounds. Subsequently, the skill graph integrates
visual perception with coarse operation planning, providing
structured data that includes spatial locations and task-focused
perspectives, enabling the agent to learn a residual policy for
manipulation skills instead of learning from scratch. Moreover,
this structured approach facilitates the transfer of learned skills
to semi-structured environments, where variability and unpre-
dictability are more pronounced. The efficacy of CM4RASSE
is first studied in simulation and subsequently evaluated on a
real robot through its application in a high-precision, jigless
peg-in-hole and gear assembly task. The results show that the
vision and manipulation model can be efficiently learned in
new tasks with prior knowledge guidance, and the integrated
policy performs effectively in the semi-structured environment.

This work presents a cognitive manipulation method, lever-
aging a skill graph to integrate learning-based visual percep-
tion and fine manipulation to facilitate efficient and effective
learning of new tasks. Our primary contributions are as fol-
lows:

1) A Novel neural-symbolic framework: We have devel-
oped a skill graph that serves as common sense to
integrate various modules, thereby handling the large
position uncertainty and complex contact dynamics.

2) Semi-Supervised visual representation learning: We
leverage the skill graph to collect a diverse array of
samples and minimal manual labeling for Cost-Effective
Hand-Eye-Task calibration and automated labeling, pro-
moting semi-supervised learning of Object Detection.

3) Classroom-to-Real Residual Reinforcement Learning:
Our skill graph, combining visual perception with tra-
jectory planning, supports the learning of fine manip-
ulation policies within a structured environment and
enabling a seamless transition of acquired skills to a
semi-structured environment, effectively navigating the
inherent challenges of precise assembly tasks.

4) Comparative and Comprehensive Studies: We conduct
comparative and comprehensive studies to assess the
effectiveness of each component and integrated policy in
terms of learning efficiency and assembly performance.

II. RELATED WORK

Robotic systems require precise state feedback and sophis-
ticated control policies to effectively address specific tasks
in semi-structured environments. This section reviews the
cutting-edge methodologies and significant advancements in
robotic assembly within such environments, highlighting the
visual representation and operational representation for robot
learning and concepts derived from human cognitive systems.

A. Robotic Assembly in Semi-structured Environments

Multi-stage methods have been pivotal in precision assem-
bly tasks, employing an integrated robotic system across three
distinct phases [2]: 1) Initial Approach: Utilizing an eye-
to-hand camera, the system employs position-based visual
servoing (PBVS) to navigate towards the master object. 2)
Alignment: A force/torque-based local search method corrects
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alignment errors to ensure precise fitting. 3) Insertion Execu-
tion: Discrepancies in position and orientation are rectified
using a force/torque control algorithm, ensuring successful
component insertion. To enhance the efficiency of local search
for assembling components with complex geometries, the
part’s geometry itself guides the alignment process through
image-based visual servoing (IBVS) with an eye-in-hand cam-
era [23]. Hybrid strategies that combine both eye-to-hand and
eye-in-hand cameras merge the benefits of different visual
servoing techniques, providing comprehensive visual cues that
maintain target visibility throughout the operation [24], [25].
However, the success of these systems heavily depends on
the precise selection of features and the strategic design of
control methodologies, necessitating meticulous calibration
and parameter adjustments to minimize errors and ensure
operational stability.

Innovative approaches have been introduced to bolster ro-
bustness against variations in surface geometry and light-
ing conditions and simplify vision, calibration, and control
processes. For instance, Haugaard et al. [26] introduced a
deep learning approach for pin and hole point estimation
in multi-camera setups, facilitating visual servoing for initial
alignment. Mou et al. [27] devised a technique for more
precise and efficient position estimation of manipulated con-
nectors, leveraging YOLO-based relevant region detection.
[28] propose a 6D pose estimation of template geometries, to
which manipulation objects should be connected. To diminish
design complexity and boost optimal policy, reinforcement
learning (RL) [7] presents an alternative by leveraging trial-
and-error learning over precise modeling. To heighten ap-
proach robustness amidst environmental variations, spatial
attention point network models [29] have been introduced,
employing visual attention to extract pertinent image features
for motion controllers and utilizing offline training to enhance
sample efficiency. However, it is expensive to collect sufficient
experience data from real-world scenarios. Furthermore, the
low clearance and contact dynamics in precision assembly
tasks complicate demonstrations [30], simulation-to-real trans-
fer [31], and offline training.

Several studies have also leveraged model-based and
learning-based modules to construct robust and efficient poli-
cies. Based on learning in multi-stage, Lee M A et al. [32]
employed vision-based uncertainty estimation to differenti-
ate between free-space and contact-rich regions, applying
model-based methods in free-space for minimal environmental
interaction and RL techniques to navigate inaccuracies in
perception/action pipeline. Zhao et al. [9] proposed a fine
positioning policy learned by DRL under an eye-in-hand
camera view with a traditional coarse positioning method and
impedance control. Based on the residual learning, Shi Y
et al. [8] combined an eye-in-hand vision-based fixed policy
with a contact force-based parametric policy to enhance the
robustness and efficiency of the RL algorithm. Besides the
force-based trajectory generators, [33] introduced an image-
based trajectory generator trained by DRL to enable a robot
to adapt to assembly parts with different shapes. Similarly,
[34] proposed a residual high-level visual policy to determine
the robot pose increment in Cartesian space through deep

RL. However, these methods with direct bonding cannot solve
the large position uncertainty and complex contact dynamics
simultaneously and it is difficult to adapt to new tasks quickly
because they do not fully utilize the advantages of various
modules.

B. Visual Representation for Robot Learning

The integration of prior visual models into the RL frame-
work has shown promise in enhancing learning efficiency and
generalization in unstructured settings by detection [14], pose
estimation [16], [35], visual affordances [15]. Unsupervised
[13], self-supervised learning [36] and hybrid observation-
synthesis [37] has been applied to learn the prior visual
models for different robotic skills. Specifically for grasping,
[38] propose self-supervised visual affordance models that are
grounded in real human behavior from teleoperated play data,
driving the model-based planner to the vicinity of afforded
regions and guiding a local grasping RL policy to favor
the same object regions favored by people. Building on this
prior work, this study introduces a semi-supervised visual
representation to provides structured information including
spatial location and task attention information for assembly
skill learning.

C. Operational Representation for Robot Learning

Operational representation can reduce the complexity of the
solution space of a given manipulation problem by applying
a well-designed but still flexible structure, such as formal
method for task and domain-specific knowledge [18], stochas-
tic graph [39], switching functions [40], manipulation primi-
tives [41], graph-based skill formalism [17], [19]. Especially,
[19] uses temporal abstraction and task decomposition as the
higher-level policy in the hierarchical reinforcement learning
method to reduce problem complexity. Based on this work,
we further extend the skill graph to fixture-less assembly tasks
by integrating object detection, coarse operation planning, and
residual fine manipulation policy.

D. Cognitive Systems and Learning Mechanisms

Research in cognitive robotics aims to emulate human intel-
ligence, paving the way for the development of human-level
artificial intelligence by cognitive architectures leveraging core
capabilities such as sensing, cognition, learning, and control
[42]. The existing theories offer crucial insights for creating
foundational elements and learning strategies for cognitive
systems, such as hybrid neural-symbolic models [20] and top-
down learning [43]. Especially, [44] adopted a connectionist-
based approach for object recognition and compliant motion
learning based on adaptive resonance theory (ART), aiming to
design robotic agents for assembly tasks. This study employs
a skill graph to integrate the neural models, which enable
human-like operation and learning.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

This work focuses on the ability to locate the master object
and insert the slave object where the master object is randomly
positioned within the workspace, as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Robotic assembly in a semi-structured environment. (a) This work
considers assembly tasks in a semi-structured deployment environment for
simulating flexible manufacturing scenarios with a task board randomly placed
in a predefined workspace. (b) We focus on the subtask of the robot assembly
task, which uses vision and haptics to assemble the grasping slave object into
the master object. (c) The eye-to-hand camera can see the whole workspace,
but the assembly objects are hidden by the robot during the contact-rich
manipulation phase. (d) The eye-in-hand camera can see the assembly objects
clearly, but the limited field of view does not allow a continuous view of the
entire work area.

The task can be formulated as a Markov Decision Process
(MDP) with a transition function P (St+1|St, At), which is a
probability distribution over the next state St+1 conditioned
on the execution of a certain action At in the current state St.
We want to find a policy π(At|St) that dictates the probability
over actions conditioned on a given state. The complexity of
the transition function P is determined by the degree of the
environment, which directly affects the difficulty of designing
or learning the policy π. Unlike the environment in which
humans live, more structured industrial scenarios can provide
more prior knowledge for the learning process [32], [45]–[47].
Therefore, the assumption of known partial knowledge of the
state St and transition function P is exploited as follows:

1) Semi-structured industrial scenarios, such as flat work-
benches and limited work areas, add constraints to
the robot’s behavior and can also simplify the robot’s
perception and operation requirements. In this work,
the dimensions of the master object’s pose are catego-
rized into constrained and unconstrained parts. The con-
strained segments of z, rx, and ry are restricted within
the workspace, influenced by the task and workspace
shape. Conversely, the unconstrained segment of x,
y and rz varies within a specific range (Suncon :
[(xmin, xmax), (ymin, ymax), (rzmin, rzmax)]).

2) General knowledge about manipulation tasks can guide
strategy design and learning, considering the spatial
separation between the master and slave objects. The
manipulation process can be divided into contact-free
Scf and contact-rich Scr regions based on task geometry,
with attention to uncertainties in pose estimation Er and
contact dynamics Fmax in contact-rich Scr regions for
precise assembly tasks. Humans utilize global and local
fields of view sequentially to enhance fine manipulation
tasks, addressing the constraints of a single camera.

3) The geometric parameters and even the forward and
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Fig. 3. The cognitive manipulation architecture with semi-supervised visual
representation Learning and classroom-to-real reinforcement learning.

inverse kinematics of the robot are often available from
the robot supplier. It allows us to design and learn the
manipulation policy in task space. We can also use it
to obtain geometry information of tools, platforms, and
tasks by demonstration.

The challenge is to incorporate general prior knowledge and
a learning-based model to address task-specific uncertainty.
This work aims to propose a neural-symbolic cognitive ma-
nipulation method for assembly skill learning, enabling the
utilization of prior knowledge to train a visual representation
and fine manipulation policy to handle the uncertainties of
robot, environment and tasks.

IV. METHOD

This work introduces a novel cognitive manipulation method
for solving assembly tasks in semi-structured environments, as
shown in Fig. 3. Central to our approach is the skill graph,
which orchestrates multiple modules within a mixed-strategy
framework, driving three key modes of operation: manipu-
lation in semi-structured environments, vision model training,
and fine manipulation training. This section presented the pro-
posed methodology in three parts: 1) Cognitive Manipulation
Architecture: This component introduces a neural-symbolic
framework that integrates multimodal and scalable information
through a combination of model-based and learning-based
methods. 2) Semi-supervised Visual Representation learning:
This stage outlines a cost-effective method for hand-eye-task
calibration and object detection training, enhancing the visual
representation capabilities essential for precise manipulation.
3) Classroom-to-Real Residual Reinforcement Learning: The
final part involves training the residual policy within a spe-
cially designed classroom environment and task execution in
semi-structured settings.
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Fig. 4. Components of cognitive manipulation for precise assembly tasks in
a semi-structured environment. A skill graph divides the manipulation into
multiple stages solved with multiple modules. The object detection estimates
rough location BXO and provides task-related features Iatten. The planner
generates trajectory and stiffness as coarse operation policy πH . In the free
space, the impedance-controlled trajectory πcf

H moves the robot to the contact-
rich Scr regions. Once the task is in the region, πcr

H is switched and the
residual policy πθ is enabled for fine alignment and contact dynamics in
contact-rich manipulation.

A. Cognitive Manipulation Architecture

The cognitive manipulation architecture is designed to
enhance the effective contact-rich manipulation in semi-
structured environments. It leverages a skill graph to integrate
multiple modules including an object detection module to
manage positional uncertainties, a model-based system for tra-
jectory planning and compliance settings, and a residual policy
for managing pose error and complex contact dynamics. These
components work together to support effective manipulation
control, as depicted in Fig. 4 and Alg. 1.

1) Skill Graph Based on General Knowledge and Task
Specification: The abstract expert knowledge of assembly
tasks in semi-structured environments can be harnessed to seg-
ment the manipulation process into distinct stages and compo-
nents, as depicted in Fig. 5. The skill graph integrate symbolic
and subsymbolic representations according to general versus
task-specific knowledge and degrees of accessibility for a well-
designed yet flexible structure.

We define general knowledge using a partial model that
encapsulates spatial, temporal, and causal information. Ini-
tially, we consider the spatial information concerning the end-
effector (EE) pose in the manipulation, which includes the
home position BXs

E , assembly bottleneck pose BXm
E , and

assembly goal pose BXg
E within the robot base frame. Tempo-

rally, the process is segmented into four stages: reaching BXs
E

for global perception to estimate the BXg
E , planning a coarse

Fig. 5. The geometric information and temporal logic of manipulation.

operation from BXs
E to BXm

E and then to BXg
E , executing

the coarse operation to reach BXm
E , and performing the fine

operation for insertion at BXg
E . Causal transition conditions

between these stages are defined based on the positional
relationships and contact states between the peg and hole. This
partial model is illustrated in Eqn. (1) and Fig. 5. Although
the introduction of sequential logic and causality is crucial for
operating in semi-structured environments—enhancing safety
and reducing learning costs due to potential interference from
other agents (robots or humans), this paper primarily focuses
on the sequential logic and causal enhancement of robot
learning methods, while not extensively addressing multiple
exceptional states and their management strategies.


n1 : fgp(θ1; Ω1) c1 :B XO ∈ Suncon

n2 : fpl(θ2; Ω2) c2 : done

n3 : fcf (θ3; Ω3) c3 : X − BXm
E ∈ Eth

n4 : fcr(θ4; Ω4) c4 : X − BXg
E ∈ Eth&Fz > Fmax

z

(1)

Despite the generic nature of temporal and causal infor-
mation in assembly tasks, task-specific information remains
essential. For the manipulation process, the bottleneck poses
BXm

E and goal pose BXg
E of EE are determined by the

task’s geometry and assembly relationships, master object
pose, grasp pose for the slave object, and the tool center
position (TCP) offset. Object-Embodiment-Centric (OEC) ge-
ometry representation is derived from demonstrations to enable
direct prediction of key waypoints in the operational process
through the master object pose estimation, as outlined in our
prior work [48]. The OEC representation selects a grasping
point on the task board as the coordinate origin BXO and
extrapolates the bottleneck pose of EE BXm

E and goal pose
BXg

E in the robot base frame from the teaching, then transform
these to OXm

E and OXg
E in the task frame. In the semi-

structured environment, the master object is randomly placed
within a workspace of range Suncon, as specified by a human
operator. The home position of the EE BXs

E is strategically
set outside this region to prevent occlusion of the eye-to-
hand camera’s field of view. With partial constraints of the
workspace, the pose can be determined by estimating the
x, y, and rz dimensions. The uncertainties introduced by
the pose estimation and demonstration system, as well as
contact dynamics, are also considered for precise contact-
rich task execution. In conclusion, employing the general
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knowledge base, both planning and learning-based methods
are utilized for developing a complex policy, which includes
object detection for pose estimation and task-related visual
information extraction, spatially dependent trajectory planning
as the basic strategy, and task-specific residual strategies for
handling uncertainties. A graph structure is devised to reflect
the required sequence of motions and modules necessary to
complete the task, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

2) Compliance Controller: Employing the virtual force-
driven spring-mass-damping modal and robot kinematics, we
utilize a modified Cartesian parallel position and force con-
troller as the low-level control for robot learning, generating
velocity commands. The control law for joint velocities q̇ is
expressed as:

·
q =

J−1M−1

s+M−1B
[K (Xd −X)− (Fd − F )] (2)

where Jacobian matrix J provides the relation between end-
effector and joint velocities. Desired poses Xd and forces Fd

govern the behavior, with the stiffness matrix K balancing
the six-dimensional tracking error for position/orientation and
force/torque. The inertia matrix M and damping matrix B
influence the response speed and stability.

3) Object Detection for Pose Estimation and Task Attention:
Object detection is a popular algorithm used to locate objects
in an image or video stream. It predicts multiple bounding
boxes for objects in the image I , and each bounding box
contains the predicted values for the object’s position (x, y),
size (w, h), confidence ccon, and category ccate, as shown in
(3). With a pre-defined confidence level, the effective predicted
bounding box for the object is selected.

[ccate, x, y, w, h, ccon] = detect(I) (3)

To cover the entire workspace and accurately detect the
object of interest, we attach an eye-to-hand RGB camera
at the top of the workspace to capture the 2D image Ieth,
as shown in Fig. 4 (b). An object detection-based coarse
perception system generates one bounding box around the
object of interest to obtain the location (x0, y0) and two other
bounding boxes around the predefined feature structures to
obtain the location (x1, y1) and (x2, y2). According to the eye-
to-hand transformation rTc, the estimated points (x′

0, y
′
0) are

transformed to the robot frame as shown in (4). Considering
the partial pose information of the object, including rxcon,
rycon, and zcon, the pose BXO can be determined as in (5).
Global perception is used in the first stage n1 to determine
whether the main assembly object is ready for the assembly
operation on the one hand, and to provide location information
for the assembly operation on the other hand.

(x′
i, y

′
i) = tramsform(xi, yi), i = 0, 1, 2 (4)

BXO = [x′
0, y

′
0, zcon, rxcon, rycon, arctan(

y2 − y1
x2 − x1

)] (5)

The second model uses the image Ieih from an eye-in-
hand camera to provide local task detection as attention,

enhancing the ability to differentiate tasks from the envi-
ronment as indicated in Fig. 4 (b). Object detection utilizes
a bounding box as a region of interest (ROI) to identify
specific structures crucial for vision-based precise alignment in
assembly tasks. The work uses a simple attention strategy that
utilizes this bounding box (xa, ya, wa, ha) to crop and resize
the task-related area from the input image Ieih and generate
an attention-guided observation Iatten for fine manipulation,
enabling the residual policy to concentrate on the specific
structure amidst varying environments.

Iatten = crop((xa, ya, wa, ha), Ieih) (6)

4) Coarse Operation Planing: With the partial model and
coarse perception system, we can plan a coarse operation
as the second stage n2. We first obtain the assembly goal
point BXg

E and bottleneck pose BXm
E with the estimated pose

BXO and the OEC geometry information of OXm
E and OXg

E ,
which divide the operation into contact-free and contact-rich
manipulation.

The uncertainty due to pose estimation and compliance
control can be ignored in the contact-free region Scf . A fast
min-jek trajectory τcf between the home point BXs

E and
the bottleneck pose BXm

E can be generated. In addition, a
high-stiffness Kcf of compliance controller is used to ensure
acceptable position tracking errors. The trajectory and stiffness
provide coarse operation for the contact-free region, which can
be defined as Eqn. (7).

πcf
H ∼ (τcf (t),Kcf ) (7)

However, the uncertainty cannot be ignored in the contact-
rich region. A slow trajectory τcr and small stiffness are
used in the contact-rich region Scr. We define an exploration
space W to represent the offset range of a compliance robot
disturbed by safe external forces Fmax. It should cover the
assembly depth and error range to ensure safe contact and
effective error compensation, as shown in Eqn. (8). Fur-
thermore, the small stiffness matrix of compliance control
Kcr is obtained with the estimated exploration space W and
maximum contact force Fmax, which can be defined as,

W = Er + abs(BXm
E − BXg

E)

Kcr = Fmax · diag(W )−1

πcr
H ∼ (τcr(t),Kcr)

(8)

5) Residual Policy for Fine manipulation: The manipula-
tion is divided into two phases according to the planned coarse
operation and carried out by the compliance controller in (2).
In the third stage n3, the end effector of the robot is moved
from the home point BXs

E to the bottleneck pose BXm
E with

a planned efficient policy πcf
H .

Since the contact-rich assembly manipulation in the fourth
stage n4 requires a higher level of accuracy than conventional
robot and vision systems, the planned safe policy πcf

H is
switched and the residual policy πθ is enabled to refine the
initial policy for precise localization and complex force con-
trol. In addition to guidance from a fixed policy, the residual
policy also receives attentional observation guidance Iatten
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Fig. 6. Semi-supervised Visual Representation Learning for object detection
models and hand-eye-task calibration. (a) shows the policy architecture for
embodied data collection for object detection model training. (b) shows the
pick-and-place and sampling process designed based on the workspace and
task information to collect diverse samples. Image and position information
are recorded for calibration and model training. (c) shows the calibration and
labeling process. (d) shows the model training process by fine-tuning with a
pre-trained model.

from object detection. The tactile F from the force sensor
mounted on the wrist and the relative pose Rp = BXE−BXg

E

of the end-effector serve as additional observations for contact
dynamics. The residual policy generates the desired force and
torque Fd in Eqn. (9), which together with πcf

H as input to the
compliance controlle in Eqn. (2).

Fd = πθ(Iatten, Rp, F ) (9)

With the help of coarse operation planning, the learning of
cognitive manipulation is carried out separately. The object
detection models and hand-eye-task calibration are trained by
semi-supervised visual representation learning in subsection
B. The residual policy is trained by classroom-to-real residual
reinforcement learning in subsection C.

B. Semi-supervised Visual Representation Learning

This section delves into training two object detection models
and calibrating hand-eye-task relationships using collected
samples based on the geometric model of a specific assembly
task and the robot’s kinematics. Our approach enables the
gathering of a varied sample set through a carefully planned
coarse operation in pick-and-place. To address the challenges
related to accurate data labeling, we suggest a streamlined
calibration and labeling process that significantly reduces the
engineering effort. Furthermore, fine-tuning from a pre-trained
model is utilized to reduce the reliance on extensive sample
volumes.

1) Data Collection via Coarse Operation: The master ob-
ject may appear at different points P throughout the workspace
Sw, requiring global localization, further global localization
exists as possible relative pose error RP within the range
Er, requiring further local perception as visual attention for

fine manipulation. To ensure data diversity for training the
position and attention models, we first uniformly collected m
points within the workspace where the task board will appear
during the real scene, denoted by P = [xr, yr]. Second, we
used an offset to the bottleneck pose BXm

E and generated n
points to cover the uncertainty space while avoiding collisions,
defined them as RP = [∆xr,∆yr,∆zr]. The sampling points
and poses are shown in Fig. 6 (b). We collected eye-in-hand
and eye-to-hand images, as well as the corresponding position
and relative pose, using a hand-designed trajectory for data
diversity, as shown in Eqn. (10).

(Iethi , [xr
i , y

r
i ]), i = 1, 2, ...,m× n

(Ieihi , [∆xr
i ,∆yri ,∆zri ]), i = 1, 2, ...,m× n

(10)

2) Calibration and Automate Label: For eye-to-hand, the
transformation between camera and robot, cTr and rTc, need
to be calibrated for automated label and vision-based localiza-
tion in robot control. Considering only x and y dimensions,
the transform can be formulated as Eqn. (11) and (12).

[xc
i , y

c
i ]

T =

[
a11 a12 a13
a21 a22 a23

]
[xr

i , y
r
i , 1]

T (11)

[xr
i , y

r
i ]

T =

[
b11 b12 b13
b21 b22 b23

]
[xc

i , y
c
i , 1]

T (12)

For eye-in-hand, we mainly focus on the mapping relation-
ship of relative motion between the robot and the task in the
robot coordinate system and pixel coordinate system, to realize
semi-automatic annotation. Because the image Jacobian can be
considered as constant in a limited space, the transform J can
be formulated as Eq. (13).

l∆xc
i

l∆yci
r∆xc

i
r∆yci

 =


c11 c12 c13 c14
c21 c22 c23 c24
c31 c32 c33 c34
c41 c42 c43 c44




∆xr
i

∆yri
∆zri
1

 (13)

Using a small number of coordinates in the pixel frame
Li
eth = [xc

i , y
c
i ] and Li

eih = [l∆xc
i ,

l∆yci ,
r∆xc

i ,
r∆yci ] pro-

vided by manual annotation and coordinates in the robot frame
captured during sampling, the transformation from the robot
base frame to the eye-to-hand pixel frame cTr, rTc and the
relative motion relationship between the robot base frame and
the eye-to-hand pixel frame can be estimated. The calibrated
transform relationship can be used to automate the labeling of
the remaining images. In addition, the transform rTc from the
pixel frame to the robot’s base frame can be used as hand-eye-
task calibration, which involves estimating the assembly pose
of the robot’s end-effector for localization by the eye-to-hand
camera.

3) Fine-tuning from Pre-trained Model: This work used
a one-stage real-time object detection approach, YOLO (You
Only Look Once), to estimate assembly goal pose and visual
attention, which is famous for robustness and fast computation.
In addition, the pre-trained model using the ImageNet dataset
can be used as initial parameters for training in custom
datasets, which require fewer samples. The image and labels
are divided into training and test sets for model training and
evaluation.
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Fig. 7. Classroom-to-real learning trains the residual policy within a simpli-
fied structured environment and subsequently transfers it to semi-structured
environments. (a) shows the cognitive manipulation architecture for residual
policy training in a structured environment. (2) introduces the error curriculum
for robustness to the uncertainty of coarse operation and improved exploration
for efficient learning. (c) shows the residual policy is trained in a structured
setting (classroom) and transferred to semi-structured settings (real scene).

C. Classroom-to-Real Residual Reinforcement Learning

In this subsection, we discuss a practical Residual Re-
inforcement Learning for fine manipulation to address the
challenges posed by exploration efficiency and safety in semi-
structured environments. Classroom-to-real learning trains the
residual policy within a simplified structured environment and
subsequently transfers it to semi-structured environments. The
visual representation and coarse operation provide a base
policy and task-relevant features for context generalization to
facilitate effective learning and seamless transfer.

1) Curriculum Residual Learning: In a structured envi-
ronment, the key poses of the end effector can be obtained
through demonstration. The coarse operation as a base policy
is generated and local task detection as attention is loaded
for the initialization of the cognitive manipulation. This work
formulated the combination of base and residual sub-policies
based on the compliance controller in task space as follows:

q̇ = fcr(πH , πθ) (14)

To increase the robustness of residual policy to the per-
ceptual uncertainty of the pose estimator, a random error is
injected into the trajectory. However, the error range may affect
the learning efficiency due to the difficulty of exploration and
the diversity of samples, as shown in Fig. 7. Therefore, this
work automatically controls the task difficulty by increasing
or decreasing ε to the guidance error range of Er0 to keep the
success rate sr within the desired interval [α, β], as shown in
Eqn. (15).

Er = Er0 + ε ∗ 1sr>β − ε ∗ 1sr<α (15)

2) Reward Shaping: This work normalizes the Euclidean
distance between the end-effector current X and target pose
BXg

E to create a guide reward Rguid that increases as it gets
closer to the target pose as in Eqn. (16). The force penalty
Rforc is defined according to the interaction force F for
smooth operation as in Eqn. (17). Additionally, if the transition
condition c4 is satisfied, it gets a positive reward of Rsucc as
in Eqn. (18). Therefore a multi-objective reward function is
defined as Eqn. (19), which uses weights λ1, λ2, and λ3 to
balance multiple sub-objectives.

Rguid =
∥∥diag(W )−1(X − BXg

E)
∥∥ (16)

Rforc =
∥∥diag(Fmax)−1F

∥∥ (17)

Rsucc, d =

{
100, 1 if c4
0, 0 otherwise.

(18)

r(s) = λ1Rguid + λ2Rforc + λ1Rsucc (19)

3) Soft-Actor-Critic: A model-free DRL, soft actor-critic, is
introduced to achieve a real-time optimal control strategy for
intricate fine manipulation. Unlike pure RL, residual learning
enhances the performance of the entire policy by optimizing
the residual parameterized part of the policy. The state and
action of the residual policy, along with the reward of the
overall policy, are gathered in multiple recurring episodes and
stored in a data replay buffer for off-policy learning. The
training was carried out in a structured environment and then
transferred to a semi-structured environment. The cognitive
manipulation algorithm is depicted in Aglo.1, where Line 1-2
acquire the coarse operation πcf

H and πcr
H with the estimated

localization BXg
E , Line 3 -9 obtain the desired pose, Xd,

stiffness K and desired force/torque Fd, Line 6 drives the
robot to the assembly bottleneck pose, Line 11-18 perform
fine manipulation for accurate assembly tasks.

V. EXPERIMENT

This section delineates the experimental validation of the
proposed cognitive manipulation method, specifically designed
for robotic assembly tasks within semi-structured environ-
ments. Firstly, we introduce the robot hardware and soft-
ware and establish several baselines to compare the proposed
method with existing methodologies. Secondly, comparison
and ablation experiments are performed in simulation to
validate hand-eye calibration and auto-annotation methods
using small amounts of manually annotated data, the effect of
embodied data acquisition on the object detection model, and
the effect of object detection on the training and performance
of fine manipulation in semi-structured environments by pro-
viding location and visual attention. Finally, the comprehen-
sive evaluation with two real tasks underscores the practical
applications of our approach for robotic assembly within semi-
structured environments.
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Algorithm 1 Cognitive manipulation for robotic assembly
Input: ∆Pg , ∆Pp, X , F , Ieth, Ieih
Output: Xd, Fd, K

1: Estimate localization P with Eqn. (1-4)
2: Planning motion guidance πcf

H and πcr
H with Eqn. (6-9)

3: for each time step do
4: Xd,K ← πcf

H

5: Fd ← 0
6: Apply action Xd, Fd and K to robot controller
7: if |X − Pp| ≤ Ec then
8: Break
9: end if

10: end for
11: for each time step do
12: Estimate attention Iatten with Eqn. (5)
13: Xd,K ← πcr

H

14: Fd ← πθ

15: Apply action K, Fd and Xd to robot controller
16: if |X − Pg| ≤ Ec then
17: Break
18: end if
19: end for

A. Experiment Setup

1) Hardware and Software: The experiments are conducted
on a computer equipped with an Nvidia GeForce RTX 2060
GPU and an Intel i7-9700 CPU. The Robot Operating System
(ROS) is utilized as the middleware, facilitating seamless com-
munication between the learning algorithms, control modules,
and the robotic system.

2) Partial Model, Data Collection and Reward Design: The
geometry information for data collection in semi-supervised
object detection models and classroom-to-real fine manipula-
tion policy training is obtained by demonstration. Maximum
contact force Fmax is set as 10 N in x, y and z directions
and 0.1 N*m in Rx, Ry and Rz directions. The hybrid policy
updates the pose and force commands to the controller at a
frequency of 5 Hz, while the controller outputs the target joint
velocities for the robot at 120 Hz. Each experimental episode
is capped at 120 steps, with policy networks undergoing 200
gradient updates per episode. The reward weights w1, w2,
and w3 are set to 1, 0.8, and 1, respectively, as determined
by preliminary experiments to balance operation speed and
smoothness. The curriculum increases or decreases by 0.5 mm
to the error range from 2 mm to keep the success rate within
the desired interval [0.5, 0.7].

3) Baselines for Comparative Study: To underscore the
advantages of our cognitive manipulation architecture in terms
of learning efficiency and context generalization, we compare
our method in assembly tasks against the following baselines:

1) Baseline 1 [28]: This baseline directly predicts the
desired final poses of slave object for manipulation using
only raw RGB-D images and implements a simple open-
loop control scheme on a real robot. The training data for
pose estimation is synthetically generated, facilitating
easy manipulation of geometry and texture.

2) Baseline 2 [27], [49]: This approach leverages direct
teaching to specify global master object poses and plans
robotic motion accordingly. It utilizes hand-mounted
cameras and visual classifiers to predict and correct
positioning errors, enabling precise attachment of master
and slave objects without calibration by search policy.

3) Baseline 3 [32]: This baseline introduces a perception
system with uncertainty estimates to delineate regions
where the model-based policy is reliable from those
where it may be flawed or undefined, blending the
strengths of model-based and learning-based methods.

4) Baseline 4 [8]: This work combines a vision-based
fixed policy with a contact-based residual parametric
policy, enhancing the robustness and efficiency of the
RL algorithm.

5) Baseline 5 ( [50]): This baseline Employs similar resid-
ual learning techniques with Cartesian impedance con-
trol, utilizing visual inputs for larger error adjustments
during contact-rich manipulation.

B. Simulation Experiment for Comparative and Ablation
Study

Our proposed approach seeks to enhance the sampling
efficiency and reduce the engineering effort required for policy
reconfiguration in contact-rich tasks within semi-structured
environments. This is accomplished by integrating semi-
supervised learning of object detection with classroom-to-
real residual reinforcement learning of fine manipulation. To
facilitate a comparative and ablation study, we have developed
a simulation environment based on Gazebo, which allows for
dynamic loading and deletion of objects at any position within
the defined space, thereby constructing a robot assembly task
in a semi-structured setting. The application of our proposed
cognitive manipulation framework to a new assembly task is
structured into four distinct stages: Embodied hand-eye-task
calibration and semi-automatic annotation, supervised fine-
tuning of the object detection models, residual reinforcement
learning of fine manipulation, and application of the integrated
strategy to a semi-structured environment. Each stage is pro-
gressively compared with established baselines to evaluate the
advantages of the proposed methodologies.

1) Embodied Hand-Eye-Task Calibration and Semi-
Automatic Annotation: The dataset is curated based on prior
knowledge of uncertainty to ensure sample diversity. The
initial stage aims to minimize the costs associated with
manual labeling and hand-eye calibration while generating
high-quality labeling data and accurately estimating the target
assembly pose of the end-effector. This stage encompasses
four critical processes: data acquisition, manual labeling,
hand-eye-task relationship fitting, and semi-automatic
labeling. We explore the dependency on the proportion of
manually annotated samples and its advantages over purely
manual annotation. The standard deviation of the hand-eye
relationship fitting serves as a quantitative index for evaluating
the calibration and annotation.

The number of manually labeled samples and the corre-
sponding accuracy of cTr, J , and rTc represented by standard
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TABLE I
EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED EMBODIED CALIBRATION AND

ANNOTATION BY STANDARD DEVIATION.

Number
cTr STD J STD rTc STDManual All Manual All

8 0.0039 0.0007 0.0062 0.0010 0.0020
19 0.0043 0.0010 0.0064 0.0014 0.0025
38 0.0041 0.0013 0.0068 0.0021 0.0023

Manual labeled samples Auto labeled samples

(b) Local perception

Manual labeled samples Auto labeled samples

(a) Global perception

Fig. 8. The samples of manual and auto annotation.

deviation, as well as the standard deviation of cTr and J on
all data sets are shown in Table III. The results demonstrate
that a small number of manually labeled samples can effec-
tively establish hand-eye calibration relations and facilitate
semi-automatic labeling of the remaining images, reducing
the standard deviation of data annotation. Examples of both
manually and automatically annotated data are illustrated in
Fig. 12. The semi-automatic annotation reduces the cost of
manual annotation by 97.4%.

2) Supervised Fine-tuning for Object Detection: In this
phase, We examine the impact of sample diversity on model
performance by designing various sampling schemes and com-
paring models trained on different dataset sizes. We mainly
consider two factors in the sampling process: pick-and-place
position and robot posture, which together affect sample size
and diversity, including 10 (5*2), 30 (10*3), 60 (14*5), 120
(15*8), 180 (18*10), 384 (24*16). In addition, the combination
of 10 (5*2) after data enhancement to 300 is used as a
baseline to facilitate the comparison between embodied data
acquisition and traditional data enhancement methods based
on graph transformation. 20% of the embodied data enhanced
385 data is taken as the verification set to represent the
complex state in the assembly operation process. Precision,
recall, mAP@.5, and mAP@.5:.95 are employed to assess the
influence of sample quantity and data enhancement methods
on the performance of the object detection models.

The results indicate that data acquisition based on prior
knowledge significantly enhances the environmental percep-
tion capabilities of the detection model. The mAP@.5:.95
values for the two object detection models during the training
process are displayed in Fig. 12, highlighting the importance
of sample diversity and the limitations of data enhancement
based solely on graphical transformations. Contrasting the
effect of the number of samples on the model performance,
too few samples, less than 60, will cause the training process
to fail to converge. With the increase in the number of
samples, the trained model can obtain higher precision, recall,

(b) Model for task attention (a) Model for pose estimation

Epoch   Epoch   

Fig. 9. Learning process of YOLO models by fine-tuning with custom
datasets. We load the YOLO v8s and fine-tune it for 200 epochs. mAP@.5:.95
is used to evaluate the training process.

TABLE II
THE PERFORMANCE OF LEARNED POLICIES

Models Datasets Precision Recall mAP@.5 mAP@.5:.95

Pose estimation

10 0.233 0.448 0.156 0.109
10-aug 0.999 1.0 0.995 0.935

30 0.750 0.741 0.774 0.374
60 0.999 1.0 0.995 0.950
120 0.999 1.0 0.995 0.994
180 0.999 1.0 0.995 0.993
384 0.999 1.0 0.995 0.990

Task attention

10 0.022 0.051 0.012 0.003
10-aug 0.999 1.0 0.995 0.714

30 0.686 0.980 0.815 0.539
60 0.999 1.0 0.995 0.879
120 0.999 1.0 0.995 0.936
180 0.998 1.0 0.995 0.964
384 1.0 1.0 0.995 0.989

(a) Global view (b) Local view

Fig. 10. Results of object detection by YOLO models.

mAP@.5, and mAP@.5:.95 values. This is due to improved
sample diversity by more background changes and robot-
task relative posture. In particular, the performance of local
task attention models is more sensitive to sample diversity
due to unavoidable occlusion during contact-rich operations.
Contrasting methods of sample generation, although data
enhancement based on graph transformation can increase the
number of samples to avoid overfitting, it lacks diversity. The
position estimation model achieved acceptable results, while
the task attention model performed poorly. The embodied
data collection increases the mAP@.5:.95 by 5.5% in global
perception and 27.5% in local perception compared to existing
data augmentation methods.
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Fig. 11. Learning process of residual policy through curriculum residual
reinforcement learning for 300 episodes. (a) shows the accumulated reward
over an episode. (b) illustrates the error range adjusted by an adaptive
curriculum based on the success rate.

3) Residual Reinforcement Learning of Fine Manipulation:
This stage involves training a residual policy, supported by
a hand-designed base policy and task-focused view, on a
fixed master object setting.Physical contact states are identified
using LSTM networks to encode time-series data from touch
and proprioception sensors, combined with visual feedback
processed through a CNN for serious position error. An
MLP then integrates the low-dimensional latent features from
LSTM and CNN to generate residual actions. We contrast this
procedure with three baselines 3, 4, and 5 to highlight the
advantages of knowledge-informed learning.

Results suggest that our approach facilitates more efficient
and effective learning by concentrating on task-relevant de-
tails and addressing intricate contact dynamics and positional
uncertainties. The success rate and error range throughout the
training of the manipulation policy are presented in Fig. 11.
In baseline 3, without the base policy, pure RL struggles in
precise insertion tasks due to a local optimum created by
penalizing contact forces. Combining the base policy with
RL-based residual policy in baseline 4 can result in success,
but the curriculum only achieves an 8 mm error in force-
based residual policy training due to limited observations of
contact force and vision-based pose estimation, creating a
Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP).
In baseline 5, utilizing raw visual information can improve
observations, with the curriculum achieving around 20 mm.
The ROI-based attention in our approach, allowing the policy
to rely on limited features and introducing perturbations due to
restricted detection accuracy, marginally influences efficiency.

4) Cognitive Manipulation in Semi-structured Environment:
After individual training phases, the integrated policy is
evaluated for its effectiveness in terms of success rate and
completion time during assembly tasks in a semi-structured
environment. The manipulator grasps the slave object, a gear,
while the master object, a task board, is randomly positioned
within a confined workspace of 350*350 mm. We carry out 16
trials to compare our method with other baselines, excluding
the non-convergent baseline 3.

The results indicate that our approach exhibits superior per-
formance in handling challenging assembly tasks, achieving
a perfect success rate and significantly reducing completion
steps, as outlined in Table III. Baseline 1 can only complete
12.5 % of trials with an average of 64 steps, while baseline 2

Fig. 12. Gear assembly task in a semi-structured environment.

TABLE III
EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH IN SEMI-STRUCTURED

ENVIRONMENTS BY SUCCESS RATE AND COMPLETION TIME.

Methods Success rate Costed steps
Baseline 1 0.125 64.03± 18.45
Baseline 2 0.313 104.3± 23.63
Baseline 4 0.87 85.3± 19.11
Baseline 5 0.67 73.4± 32.86

Ours 1.0 54.4± 17.17

can only complete 40 % of trials with an average of 104 steps,
nearing the maximum time step. The object detection, single-
camera usage, and the simple model-based method fall short of
meeting the task’s accuracy and the environment’s uncertainty
requirements. Although random residual actions can help to
compensate for the perception errors, the semi-structured en-
vironment poses additional challenges due to movable objects.
The contact force generated during the random search can
displace the task board, leading to larger errors or even causing
the gear to slip off the peg. Baseline 4 outperforms baseline 2
in both success rate and cost steps because force-based agents
can enhance the search policy by regulating the contact force
and position reference based on the estimated contact state
derived from interaction forces. Although baseline 5 is more
robust than baseline 4 in training, it only performs 13.95 %
better in costed steps and even worse in success rate. The raw
visual information enables the residual policy to compensate
for larger errors in training, but its performance may degrade in
different locations with different backgrounds. In comparison,
the proposed method utilizes visual attention to assist the agent
in focusing on the task, resulting in a success rate of 1 with an
average of 54.4 costed steps. In conclusion, the success rate
is increased by 13% and the number of steps is reduced by
15.4% compared to competing methods.

C. Comprehensive Evaluation on Real Tasks

The primary objective of this research is to develop and
validate a cognitive manipulation framework suitable for
robot learning in real-world robotic applications. To assess
the effectiveness of our proposed architecture, we conducted
experiments using a UR5 robot to execute two precision
assembly tasks: peg-in-hole and gear-insertion. These tasks,
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Fig. 13. The robotic assembly tasks in a semi-structured environment to evaluate the proposed cognitive manipulation. (a) illustrates the gear-insertion and
peg-in-hole assembly tasks examined in this study. (b), (c), and (d) show a structured classroom for robot learning with points for data collection for training
the object detection model and fixtures for the RL agent for fine manipulation. (e) displays a semi-structured deployment environment for simulating a flexible
manufacturing scenario, with a task board randomly placed in a pre-defined workspace.

depicted in Fig. 13 (a), are designed to test the robot’s ability to
handle complex manipulations in real settings. The robot was
programmed to perform tasks based on geometric information
derived from a teaching phase, which was used to construct a
skill graph that encapsulates common assembly knowledge.
Critical points including grasp and bottleneck pose were
identified in semi-structured environments to facilitate hand-
eye-task calibration and semi-supervised fine-tuning of object
detection, as shown in Fig. 13 (b) and (c). In structured en-
vironments, critical points including grasp and assembly goal
pose guided the learning of contact-rich fine manipulation, as
shown in Fig. 13 (d). An Object-Embodiment-Centric (OEC)
task representation, incorporating home, grasp, bottleneck, and
assembly goal points, was employed to reconstruct the basic
operational strategy. This strategy was integrated with visual
and fine manipulation models to accomplish assembly tasks
within a confined area of 500x500 mm, as shown in Fig. 13
(e).

The training process was optimized based on insights from
simulation experiments, focusing on minimizing training costs
while maximizing operational efficiency. For object detection,
5 points were gathered from the workspace to improve envi-
ronmental robustness. We captured five images from a global
perspective at each point for pose estimation and an additional
18 images per point from a local view to enhance task-specific
attention. This embodied data collection strategy ensured
diversity and data enhancement is further used to enhance
the robustness against robot pose variations in manipulation.
The fine manipulation training extended over 150 episodes,
deemed adequate for achieving resilience against uncertainties
in the base policy arising from pose estimation errors and
unknown contact dynamics. We evaluated the success rate and
completion time of the assembly tasks, using these metrics
to benchmark the performance of our proposed architecture
against two other baselines.

The results, detailed in Table IV, indicate that our ap-
proach significantly outperformed the baselines in both tasks.
Baselines 1 and 2 faced challenges with the tasks, primarily
due to inaccuracies in pose estimation and control, as well
as their inability to effectively navigate the semi-structured

Fig. 14. Teach and reproduce acquired assembly skills in a semi-
structured environment. (a) displays three dimensions of trajectories that
were demonstrated and reproduced, illustrating the adaptability to variations
in the target position. (b) shows the trajectory in contact-rich regions,
emphasizing the significance of residual policy.

TABLE IV
THE PERFORMANCE OF LEARNED POLICIES

Task Methods Success Rate Completion Time

Peg-in-hole
Baselines1 0.18 8.13± 4.96
Baselines2 0.437 18.06± 6.65

Ours 0.937 6.11± 1.32

Gear-insertion
Baselines1 0.06 9.2± 3.65
Baselines2 0.313 19.10± 5.75

Ours 0.875 7.04± 1.42

environment. In addition, traditional search-based methods
proved ineffective due to the mobility of the master object,
often causing the robot to get stuck on the object’s surface.
Performance relies on the expert’s experience and parameter
tuning. It took approximately 8 hours and multiple attempts to
gather samples and fine-tune policy and controller parameters
for new tasks, whereas our method only required 2.58 hours
and minimal human intervention. Both global localization
and local attention models can be trained within 0.58 hours,
including 20 minutes for sampling and 15 minutes for training
two models. Learning a robust residual policy for robustness
to 15 mm error took 150 episodes, consuming 2 hours.
The experimental results underscore the superiority of our
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cognitive manipulation framework in the practical applicability
in complex, real-world environments, improving learning effi-
ciency and engineering effort while showcasing the precision
and efficiency of manipulation for robotic assembly tasks in
real-world scenarios.

VI. DISCUSSION

The architecture presented in this study leverages a skill
graph that merges the generalization capabilities of a pre-
trained object detection model with the optimization ability
of reinforcement learning to facilitate efficient learning with
minimal reliance on extensive human knowledge and inter-
action data. Separate training of different components has
proven more practical for real robots in precise assembly
tasks compared to end-to-end training methods [29]. This
method mirrors human learning processes, where theoretical
knowledge is acquired first and then practiced in controlled
settings before tackling complex real-world tasks. The skill
graph not only enhances the efficiency of the object detection
learning process by providing explicit prior knowledge for
sample collection and annotation but also enables the system to
estimate the assembly target pose similar to [28]. Motion plan-
ning guided by the skill graph enables diverse data collection
from various perspectives and locations, reducing the need for
manual labeling through low-cost calibration and automated
labeling processes. The large pre-trained model benefits from
this setup by allowing effective generalization through fine-
tuning with implicit prior knowledge. Furthermore, the learned
visual model excels in providing interpretable spatial location
and task correlation information, surpassing structured visual
representations [13] and uncertainty-aware pose estimation
[32]. This information is essential for guiding and constraining
the exploration process in reinforcement learning, enabling the
system to efficiently learn about contact dynamics and pose
uncertainty. the residual policy, guided by the base policy and
focused multimodal observation, is optimized through a multi-
objective reward system, enhancing the capability to tackle
complex tasks and generalize across various contexts without
the need for fixtures. Therefore, the separation and guidance
for learning tasks using prior knowledge significantly enhances
learning efficiency in controlled environments.

Compared to the existing combination of model-based and
learning-based approaches [8], [9], [32], our cognitive ma-
nipulation method excels in semi-structured environments. It
mimics the human approach of transitioning from global to
local perception and from coarse to fine manipulation. In
contact-free areas, the object detection estimates the position
uncertainty of the main object problem caused by fewer
constraints. The skill graph enables global perception beyond
the workspace to avoid occlusion and directs coarse operations
with rich geometric information, facilitating flexible and safe
robot movement. In contact-rich areas, object detection pro-
vides visual information about the task’s attention and resolves
the variable background interference caused by other dynamic
objects. The residual strategy integrates task-focused visual
and tactile information to solve the pose estimation error and
the complex contact dynamics.

The partial models within our method are utilized to ad-
dress diverse configurations in semi-structured environments.
While this study primarily focuses on knowledge-driven robot
learning and experiments validate the impact of such learning
on efficiency and strategy robustness, this approach can be
adapted to different environments by acquiring geometric
information through teaching and adjusting temporal logic and
transition conditions within the partial model.

VII. CONCLUSION

This study introduces a novel cognitive manipulation frame-
work for robotic assembly tasks in semi-structured environ-
ments. The framework employs a skill graph that integrates
object detection, coarse operation planning, and fine operation
execution. The training process, guided by skill maps and
coarse-operation planning in controlled environments, involves
semi-supervised learning for object detection and residual
reinforcement learning of multimodal fine-operation strategies.
The cognitive manipulation models are subsequently trans-
ferred to a semi-structured environment, where object detec-
tion and coarse operation, enhanced by skill graph, handle the
uncertainty of the environment and provide guidance for resid-
ual policy to address pose estimation and contact dynamics
uncertainty. Experimental results from simulation demonstrate
that our cognitive manipulation facilitates reducing manual
annotation costs by 97.4% and enables learning assembly
tasks involving a 20 mm error and a 0.1 mm gap within
300 episodes, showing significant progress in a semi-structured
environment—an area where existing methods struggle—with
a 13% increase in success rate and a 15.4% reduction in
completion time. The practicality of the method was further
confirmed in real experiments.

Despite these advancements, the learning efficiency and
generalization capabilities in semi-structured environments
have been substantially enhanced, yet challenges persist. Our
method effectively utilizes prior knowledge to streamline the
learning process for contact manipulation, especially simplify-
ing the reinforcement learning challenges associated with un-
certainties in pose estimation and contact dynamics. However,
there is potential to further improve learning efficiency. Future
work will focus on advancing learning efficiency through the
application of offline enhancement methods, including sim-
to-real transfer or meta-learning, to streamline the residual
reinforcement learning process. The efficient learning method
using prior knowledge increases the possibility of contact-
rich manipulation multitasking or meta-learning in real robots.
In addition, our approach, which utilizes object detection
and skill graphs, aims to mitigate uncertainties in semi-
structured environments, but further generalization to diverse
environments and tasks remains a goal. Future research could
explore more sophisticated 3D or 6D pose estimation tech-
niques, develop more precise quality estimation and moni-
toring methods based on visuo-tactile fusion, and incorporate
large language models (LLMs) for common sense reasoning.
Considering complex state and exception handling methods,
such as addressing failure and success scenarios, could reduce
assumptions about semi-structured environments and enhance
the quality and reliability of robot operations.
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